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Keynote: Quantum Computer
Barbara Terhal
Where we stand with building

This talk:
What are the effects on cryptography?
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Ancient Cryptography
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“A cryptosystem
should be secure even
if everything about
the system, except
the key, is public
knowledge”

Auguste Kerckhoffs

Enigma

Alan Turing
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Modern Cryptography
n
n

is everywhere!
is concerned with all settings where people do not trust
each other
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Cyber Security
n

“Cyber Security in the Netherlands is an important focal area
that provides security, safety and privacy solutions that are
vital for our economy including but not limited to critical
infrastructures, smart cities, cloud computing, online services
and e-government.”
Cloud computing
Internet of Things (IoT)
Payment systems
eHealth
Auto-updates – Digital Signatures
Secure Browsing - TLS/SSL
VPN – IPSec
Secure email – s/MIME, PGP
RSA, DSA, DH, ECDH, …
AES, 3-DES, SHA, …
Based on slides by Michele Mosca
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n
n

n

Quantum Effects

Classical bit: 0 or 1
Quantum bit: can be in
superposition of 0 and 1
Yields a more powerful computational model:
n 1. Shor’s algorithm allows to efficiently factor integers
n 2. Grover’s algorithm allows to search faster
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Current Crypto under Quantum Attacks
Security level

Conventional attacks

Quantum attacks

Symmetric-key
encryption (AES-256)

256 bits

128 bits

Hash functions
(SHA3-256)

128 bits

85 bits

Public-key crypto
(key exchange, digital
signatures, encryption)
(RSA-2048)

112 bits

~ 0 bits

Public-key crypto
(ECC-256)

128 bits

~ 0 bits

systems

n

Products, services, businesses relying on security
either stop functioning or do not provide expected
levels of security

When do we need to worry?
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Depends on:
n How long do you need to keep your secrets
secure? (x years)
n How much time will it take to re-tool the
existing infrastructure? (y years)
n How long will it take for a large-scale quantum
computer to be built? (z years)
n Theorem (Mosca): If x + y > z, then worry.
y

x
z

secrets revealed

time
2017
n

2027

Corollary: If x > z or y > z, you are in big trouble!

Slide by Michele Mosca
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üClassical Cryptography
üImpact of Quantum Computers on Crypto
üWhen do we need to worry?
n

Solutions

n

Quantum Future
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Solution: Quantum-Safe Cryptography
Conventional quantumsafe cryptography
(post-quantum crypto)
• Can be deployed without
quantum technologies
• Believed to be secure against
quantum attacks of the future

Quantum Cryptography
•
•

Requires some quantum
technology (but no largescale quantum computer)
Typically no computational
assumptions

Slide by Michele Mosca
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Quantum Cryptography Landscape
Security level

Conventional attacks

Quantum attacks

Symmetric-key
encryption (AES-256)

256 bits

128 bits

Hash functions
(SHA3-256)

128 bits

85 bits

Public-key crypto
(key exchange, digital
signatures, encryption)
(RSA-2048)

112 bits

~ 0 bits

Hash-based signatures

probably

probably

McEliece

probably

probably

Lattice-based

probably

probably

Quantum Key
Distribution (QKD)

provable

provable

Qantum-safe Crypto

technical difficulty (€)

systems
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Conventional Quantum-Safe Crypto
n

Wanted: new assumptions to replace factoring and
discrete logarithms in order to build conventional
public-key cryptography
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No-Cloning Theorem
Quantum operations:

?

Proof: copying is a non-linear operation

?
?

U
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Quantum Key Distribution (QKD)

[Bennett Brassard 84]

Alice
Bob
k=?
k = 0101 1011
n

n

Eve

k = 0101 1011

Offers an quantum solution to the key-exchange problem which
does not rely on computational assumptions (such as factoring,
discrete logarithms, security of AES, SHA-3 etc.)
Puts the players into the starting position to use symmetric-key
cryptography (encryption, authentication etc.).
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Quantum Key Distribution (QKD)

[Bennett Brassard 84]

Alice
Bob

Eve
n

technically feasible: no quantum computer required,
only quantum communication

: To overcome the theoretical challenges in enabling long distance quantum communication
me leader: Wehner
icipants: Beenakker, Bertels, Bouwmeester, Briët, Buhrman, Fehr, Grünwald, Hanson, Laure
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niau, van Deursen, de Wolf

Quantum Networks

n 2000km QKD backbone
erview and motivation

network
between Beijing and Shanghai
antum network connects different quantum devices using quantum communication [Gis07
e tasks
that QKD
are provably
impossible
to achieve using classical information processing. M
n first
satellite
launched
ntum networks need only very few qubits to obtain
2016 from
China
enuineinquantum
advantage
over any classical
nology. A quantum network that connects many
n Applied for funding to build the
nt nodes is called a quantum internet. In the
first quantum
network
in NLto the
e, a quantum
internet will operate
in parallel
net of today, and ultimately allow quantum
n Quantum entanglement allows to
munication between any two points on earth.
generate secure keys (like QKD)
General information

Research proposal
Budget

Declaration/signature

error

ibly
xt
to

the

best

known

application

of

quantum

ssion
munication
is quantum key distribution [Ben84,
can

1], which allows two network nodes to establish an

yption key whose security is guaranteed even if the

cker
tions has an arbitrarily powerful quantum computer.

roup
ntum
cryptography is fully future proof: even if a

h we

Figure 2.4: Each node in a quantum network is a small quantum

future, a quantum internet will operate in parallel to the
internet of today, and ultimately allow quantum

Secure Computing in Quantum Cloud

communication between any two points on earth.
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Possibly

the

best

known

application

of

quantum

Distributed quantum computing

communication
is quantum key distribution [Ben84,
n
Eke91], which allows two network nodes to establish an
encryption key whose security is guaranteed even if the
attacker has an arbitrarily powerful quantum computer.

Recent result: quantum homomorphic encryption
quantum
computer
built in the
future, its security
allows
foris secure
delegated
quantum computation
n

Quantum cryptography is fully future proof: even if a

cannot be broken retroactively. Systems performing
quantum key distributions are already commercially
available,1 but only for short distances.
Applications of a quantum network go far beyond

Figure 2.3: Software enables th

cryptography. For example, a quantum network can

demonstrator (Theme IV) by a

connect nearby quantum devices - small quantum

expertise from quantum informatio

computers on a chip - in order to assemble a larger

and experimental physics, mac

quantum computer. This is a promising avenue towards

computer engineering. Applicatio

a gradual scalability of quantum computers to work on

tested on this fully quantum netwo

Y. Dulek, C. Schaffner,
andofF. quantum
Speelman, arXiv:1603.09717
an ever-increasing
number
bits.

Quantum homomorphic encryption for polynomial-sized circuits, in CRYPTO 2016, QIP 2017

We are now at a moment in time that the realization of quantum networks is within our grasp.

Summary

Cloud computing
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üCyber Security

Internet of Things (IoT)
Payment systems, eHealth
Auto-updates – Digital Signatures
Secure Browsing - TLS/SSL
VPN – IPSec
Secure email – s/MIME, PGP

RSA, DSA, DH, ECDH, …
AES, 3-DES, SHA, …

üImpact of Quantum Computing on crypto
Security level

Conventional
attacks

Quantum attacks

Symmetric-key
crypto

128 bits

reduced

Public-key crypto

112 bits

broken!

systems

Thm: If x + y > z, then worry

Summary
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üQuantum-safe crypto:
Conventional quantumsafe cryptography
(post-quantum crypto)

Quantum Cryptography

üQuantum Key Distribution, Quantum Cloud

Thank you for your attention!

Questions
check http://arxiv.org/abs/1510.06120 for a recent survey on quantum cryptography
beyond key distribution

